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e-poles user instructions

Electronic devices user instructions
The e-poles system is made of 2 poles. They are identified by a letter:
L stands for Left and must always be used with the left hand.
R stands for Right and it must always be used with the right hand.
When the system is off, the two LED lights (blue and red) under the clear rubber
cover are off.

Switching on
- Press for 1 second the button from above the clear rubber
cover of the Left pole: the red LED light on the Left pole blinks
slowly.
- Press for 1 second the button from above the clear rubber
cover of the Right pole: the red LED light on the Right pole
blinks slowly.

Synchronization
With the e-poles switched on:
- press shortly the button from above the clear rubber cover of the sole Left pole:
both LED lights (red and blue) on both poles blink slowly and simultaneously.
- The e-poles system is now on standby, visible to Bluetooth devices and ready to
start recording on command.

Start recording
With the e-poles on standby (all 4 LED lights blinking slowly and simultaneously),
press for 3 seconds the button from above the clear rubber cover of the sole Left
pole: both LED lights (red and blue) on both poles blink quickly and simultaneously.
The e-poles system is now recording.

Stop recording
With the e-poles in recording mode (all 4 LED lights blinking quickly and
simultaneously), press for 3 seconds the button from above the clear rubber cover of
the Left pole only: both LED lights (red and blue) on both poles go back to blinking
slowly and simultaneously.
The e-poles system has now stopped recording and it is back to standby.
The data stored in the e-poles are automatically marked with the date and time of
the recording.
New recording
A new recording can be started at any time from standby. The internal memory can
retain several sessions and hours of recording. Each session will be identified by data
and time.

Switching off
The batteries last very long but it is recommended to switch off the system
completely at the end of the day or if the poles are stored unused for a long time.
With the e-poles on standby:
- press for 5 seconds the button from above the clear rubber cover of the Right pole,
until both LED lights blink once lengthily
- press for 5 seconds the button from above the clear rubber cover of the Left pole,
until both LED lights blink once lengthily
Now all the LED lights are off and the e-poles system is off and disconnected.
It’s important to switch off the Right e-poles first, in order to avoid accidental
recordings.

Battery recharging
Long-life e-poles batteries last many weeks in stand by condition. The autonomy can vary according to the
amount of recordings that are made in the period. The charge level can be checked in the dedicated App
(see following chapters).
If the charge goes below a minimum level the system switches off the e-poles to preserve the integrity of
the batteries. It is therefore important to make sure that there is a sufficient battery charge level before
starting a recording session.
The batteries can be recharged with a normal 5 V voltage charger
used for mobile phones or similar rechargeable devices, through
a cable with a "micro-USB” plug.
Under the clear rubber there is a micro-USB socket for the
connection to the battery charger. For this operation it is
necessary to gently lift the clear rubber cap and turn it until the
micro-USB socket is exposed (see figure). During the charging
phase, the red LED lights up steadily.
When charging is complete, the red LED turns off.
Charging time depends on the battery status at the beginning of
the recharge. It takes a few hours to fully charge starting with
minimum battery charge level.

e-poles app user instructions
1. Installation and account registration
In order to use e-poles app you need to register your account.
The registration follows these steps:
 Click on “sign up” button in the first page;
 Fill the informations of the registration form (e.g. name, email
address, password). Password must have at least 6 characters
and must have at least one number and one letter;
 Click on "terms of use" to read the terms of use and the
privacy policy. In order to proceed with the registration of the
account, it is necessary to accept the terms of use and the
privacy policy by clicking on the appropriate boxes;
 Finally, click on the "register" button to request the creation
of the new account;
 If the informations have been filled in correctly, the system
will send an email to the address specified with the link for
activating the account;
 Click on the link received via email to activate the account:
from this moment on, you can use the newly created
credentials to log into the app.
If you have forgotten your password, click on "forgotten password?"
and enter the email to proceed with the password recovery: the
system will send an email with a temporary password to be used to
log in. At the first login, the system will ask the user to specify a new
private password. The temporary password has a limited duration.
Click on the "remember me" box to allow the system to save username and password and log in
automatically when opening the app.

2. Home page
Once logged in, you access the home page consisting of the following
sections:
 "start activity":
section to start a new activity;
 "users":
section for managing your user profile and other users with
whom activities and/or e-poles are shared;
 “e-poles":
section for the management of your e-poles.
Within this section you can check the e-poles data (for
example: battery status, memory status, date / time, ...) and
update the e-poles;
 "activities":
section to analyse and manage the activities done previously.
Within this section, you can view the activities, export an
activity report, delete activities, retrieve activities recorded by
e-poles without using the app.

3. e-poles
Before you can start using the app to analyze activities, you must register one or more pairs of e-poles in
your personal database.
To add a new pair of e-poles follow these steps:
 Starting from the home page, access the “e-poles” section by
clicking on the appropriate button;
 The system automatically scans the Bluetooth devices to find
e-poles and shows them in a list. When the scan is in progress
the top left button shows the PAUSE symbol. If the scan is
stopped the top left button will show the PLAY symbol. To rescan the devices click on the button with the PLAY symbol;
 If the e-poles has not yet been added to the registry, it will be
visible with the name Epoles M or Epoles S followed by the
MAC code of the device;
 If the e-poles has already been added in the registry, the
name assigned to the couple will be visible with the suffix R or
L to recognize the two poles;
 The status of the e-poles is visible under its name:
◦ If there is no writing, the pole is present in the registry
but is not currently visible by Bluetooth;
◦ In case of "found" status, the pole is available;
◦ In case of "connecting" status, the app is pairing with the
pole;
◦ In case of "connected" status, the pole is connected to
the smartphone;
◦ In case of "disconnected" status, the pole is disconnected from the smartphone;
 Select a pole not yet added in the database (with the name Epoles M or Epoles S): the app will try
to connect to the selected e-poles and then to the corresponding e-poles;
 In the next interface, specify the name to be assigned to the pair and click on the button with the
FLOPPY DISK symbol. Now the e-poles pair is added in the registry and can be used to analyze the
activities.

In the interface for managing the pair of e-poles it is possible to:
 FLOPPY DISK button: modify the name assigned to the pair;
 Top right BIN button: delete the pair of e-poles. After the
cancellation it will no longer be possible to use the e-poles to
analyze the activities;
 BIN button inside the "e-poles left" box: delete the memory of
both poles;
 UPDATE button inside the "e-poles left" or "e-poles right" box:
access the interface to update the firmware of each single
pole;
 CALENDAR button inside the "e-poles left" box: set the date /
time of the smartphone to the pole;
 "update" button: update the informations of both e-poles
(battery status, memory status, date / time, registration
status, ...).

To update the e-poles firmware, click the UPDATE button to
access the update section.
In this section you can check for new firmware version by clicking on
the button at the top right.
After selecting the firmware you want to upload, click on the "update"
button to proceed with the update.
Wait for the end of the operation, do not exit or close the app.

3.1. e-poles sharing
If you do not have e-poles, in order to analyze the activities, a user must have shared his e-poles with your
account.
For more details see the “users” section.

4. Users
Within the "users" section you can manage your profile and
associated users.
To change your personal profile information:
 Starting from the home page, access the "users" section by
clicking on the appropriate button;
 Click on the green box to access your personal profile;
 Modify personal information and click on the "save" button
to save;
In this interface, you can upload a profile photo by choosing from the
smartphone gallery or by taking a new photo.

4.1. Share a profile
With the share button at the bottom left of the personal profile page,
you can access the list of accounts that can view your profile and
associated activities. In this interface, you can add a new user with
whom to share your personal profile or delete any sharing by swiping
the line and then clicking on the BIN button.
In the screen below you can see that the user Stefania has shared her
profile with Marco.
If you log into the system with Marco's account, you can see that
Stefania is now in the list of shared profiles with the "shared profile"
type of sharing. From this moment Marco can see Stefania's profile
data (without being able to modify them) and Stefania's (non-private)
activities performed after sharing.

4.2. e-poles sharing
To add a new student and share e-poles with him, follow the steps
below:
 Starting from the home page, access the "users" section by
clicking on the appropriate button;
 Click on the “+” button at the top right;
 If you want to add a user who already has an account within
the system, click on "yes" and enter the username of the
account to add. The system will send an email to the user
with a link to click to confirm the sharing request. From this
moment it will be possible to see the activities of the added
user and start activities through his e-poles (sharing).
 If you want to add a new user (e.g. student) who does not
have an account within the system, click on "no" and enter
the user data to be created. All the data of the newly created
user and the activities that will be recorded in his name will
be visible only within this account (e.g. trainer). If the student
subsequently decides to activate his own e-poles account, he
can request to recover the activities he has done so far with
the trainer. To do this, the trainer must access the student's
profile within the app, click on the "associate with already
registered user" button and enter the student's username.
The system will send an email with a confirmation link to the
student. From this moment on, the student will be able to see all the activities done with the coach
in their account.

4.3. User list and sharing options
Within the user database, you can see and search for all users who share information with my account.
Sharing can be of two types:
 Profile sharing: they are users who have their own account and their e-poles pair, consequently
they only share their activities with my account. It is a "social" sharing designed for sharing between
friends or within the same family unit.
 e-poles sharing: these are users who do not have e-poles but are enabled to use my poles. They can
have their own account or simply be students registered only within my personal account.
If "pending request" is specified for a particular user, it means that a sharing request has been sent but the
user has not yet accepted this request by clicking on the link of the email sent by the system.
To delete a user, swipe the line you want to delete and click on the BIN button.

5. Start activity
Before starting a new activity make sure you have added at least one
pair of e-poles in the “e-poles” section.
Be careful to have the pair of e-poles swiched on and syncronised (red
and blue led blinks)
To start a new activity:
 From the home page, access the “start activity” section by
clicking on the appropriate button;
 Select the user by clicking on the green box. By default your
personal profile is selected;
 Select the pair of e-poles you want to use;
 Click on "start" to start the activity;
 The system checks if the e-poles are reachable and the
current memory status: if the memory is not empty, it asks
the user if he wants to delete it before proceeding;
 Finally, the user is redirected to the interface of the activity in
progress where you can see:
◦ the total duration of the activity;
◦ the path;
◦ the total distance;
◦ the average speed;
◦ the battery level of the e-poles;
◦ the occupied memory level of the e-poles.

6. Activity
To analyse the activities of a particular user, starting from the home

page, access the "activity" section by clicking on the appropriate
button.
In this section you can:
 Analyze the activities of a particular user selected by the user
filter (click on the green box to change the user displayed)
and the month-year filter;
 Delete an activity by swiping the row of the activity to be
deleted and confirming the operation by clicking on the BIN
button;
 View the status of the activity. The activity can be in one of
the following states:
◦ IN PROGRESS (loading symbol): the activity is currently in
progress, by clicking on the line of the activity you access
the interface of the activity in progress where it is
possible to view the duration, distance, route and stop
the activity;
◦ WAITING FOR UPLOAD (symbol: cloud with arrow): the
activity is finished but it is necessary to download the
tracks from the e-poles and upload them to the server to
analyze the data;
◦ IN PROCESSING (symbol: hourglass): the activity has been
uploaded to the server and is in processing;
◦ ERROR (symbol: red circle with exclamation mark): the activity was uploaded to the server and
processed but the processing was not successful (e.g. the registration was not valid, a Nordic
Walking movement was not recognized as valid, …);
◦ PROCESSED (symbol: white tick): the activity has been uploaded to the server and processed
correctly. By clicking on the activity, you can view the calculated parameters and indices.

6.1. Loading an activity started and stopped using the app
To upload an activity started and stopped using the app, click on the activity of interest and then click on the
"upload" button. Wait for the tracks to be downloaded from the e-poles and then uploaded to the server
before closing / exiting the app.
Use the appropriate box to set the activity as "private", in this case the activity will not be visible to users
with whom your profile is shared.

6.2. Loading an activity recorded without using the app
To analize an activity recorded directly using the button on the e-poles
grip, click on the "+" button at the top right of the "activities" section.
In the next interface, select the user and the e-poles associated to
the activity. Finally, click on the "download" button to access the
upload interface.
In the upload interface, define whether the activity is private or public
and click on the "upload" button: the app will connect to the e-poles
to upload the list of records in memory. If there is only one recording
in the memory, the app will proceed to download it and then upload
it to the server. If multiple registrations are available, the app will
show a list to the user with the start date / time of each registration
so that the user can choose which one to select.
Once the activity has been uploaded to the server, the user is
redirected to the list of activities waiting for the activity to be
processed.

6.3. Activity analysis
To analyse the results of an activity, click on the activity of interest.
The available data are:
 SUMMARY: short summary of the activity carried out with duration, start date and time, end
date and time and activity status;
 PARAMETERS, ANGLES, INDEXES: the parameters / indexes calculated by the calculation
software. The tables in the appendix present the list of processing results and a brief description.
 MAP: the path traveled with the average speed and distance.
By clicking on the button with the file icon at the top right, you can download an activity report.

APPENDIX: Parameters description
TIME PARAMETERS
Cod. Parameter

Unit

Description
Time of the whole cycle:
flight time + ground time

T01

Cycle time L

(s)

T02

Cycle time R

(s)

T03

Ground time L

(s)

T04

Ground time R

(s)

T05

Duty cycle L

(% cycle)

T06

Duty cycle R

(% cycle)

T07

Recorded time

(min)

T08

NW time L

(min)

T09

NW time R

(min)

T10

N. cycles L

T11

N. cycles R

T12

N. grasps L

T13

N. grasps R

T14

Cycles per min L

(cycles/min)

T15

Cycles per min R

(cycles/min)

ANGULAR PARAMETERS
Cod. Parameter

Time spent by the pole in contact with
the ground
Ground time/cycle time
Whole recorded time of the training
Time of Nordic Walking activity only
Number of cycles recognized as Nordic
Walking activity
Number of openings/closings of the
hand on the grip
Cycle frequency

Unit

Description
Average angle of the pole during ground
time for the entire Nordic Walking
Activity

A01

Ave. angle L

(deg)

A02

Ave. angle R

(deg)

A03

Placement angle L

(deg)

A04

Placement angle R

(deg)

A05

Uplift angle L

(deg)

A06

Uplift angle R

(deg)

A07

Angular range L

(deg)

A08

Angular range R

(deg)

Angle of the pole at the beginning of the
groud time
Angle of the pole at the end of the
ground time
Difference between the Placement angle
and the Uplift angle

HISTOGRAM
Angle distribution during Nordic Walking activity
x-axes: ground angle
y-axes: % of the contact angle with the corresponding value during Nordic Walking activity
INDEXES
Cod. Parameter

Unit

I01

L/R pace regularity

(%)

I02

Grasp/cycle regularity

(%)

I03

L/R contact symmetry

(%)

I04

L/R Angle symmetry

(%)

I05

Cycle recognition L

(%)

I06

Cycle recognition R

(%)

Description
Checks if the activity is executed with a correct time
alternation of the left and right cycle (the right cycle
starts in the middle of the left cycle and vice versa)
Checks if the activity is correctly executed:
opening/closing the hand around the grip at every
cycle
Checks the symmetry between left and right ground
time
Checks the symmetry between left and right contact
angles
Software analysis quality index

